Chapter 22
Perceived Lightness Depends on Perceived Spatial

Arrangement
Alan L. Gilchrist
A changein the perceivedspatial position of a surfacecan changeits perceived
color from black to white or from white to black. This Anding
challengesthe widespreadview that deniesany substantialrole of depth
perception in the perception of surface lightness (the shade of gray
betweenwhite and black).
Since 1948, when Hans Wallach published his classic experiments in
lightness constancy (1), a consensusin this field has held that perceived
lightness is a function of luminance ratios between adjacentparts of the
retinal image, regardlessof where those parts are perceivedto lie in threedimensional space. Moreover, becauseof Wallach' s emphasison retinal
adjacency, many researchers(2) have concluded that lateral inhibitory
connectionsamong retinal cells provide the neural mechanismunderlying
the ratio principle.
A number of investigators (3- 7) have sought to show that retinal ratios
do not tell the whole story. Essentiallythe approachhas been to change
the apparent spatial position of a target surfaceso that it either appears
to lie in the sameplane as that of its surrounding surfaceor in a different
plane in order to determine whether the apparent spatial separation
between the surfacesreducestheir interaction and thus producesadifferent
perceivedcolor in the target even though the two- dimensionalretinal
pattern remainsunchanged. Two studies (3, 4) reported changesas great
as one and a quarter steps on the Munsell scale(8), or 17 percent of the
differencebetween black and white. Most (5- 7) have reported little or no
change.
With a few exceptions (9), it is now generally agreed (10) that perceived
lightness is essentially determined by the relative intensities of
adjacent parts of the retinal array. The experiments that I report here
grew out of a seeminginconsistencybetween the retinal ratio theory and
everyday experience. Rarely are black, white, and gray surfacesgrossly
misperceived. Yet the retinal ratio theory would predict consistently
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accuratelightness perception only when the differencein luminanceat the
retina is produced by a difference in the reflectanceof the external surfaces
. When the difference occurs becauseexternal surfacesthat receive
unequal amounts of illumination are imaged on adjacent parts of the
retina, sizable lightness illusions should be expected. This difficulty is
mitigated by the fact that the boundary between different levels of illumination
is hequently gradual. However, illumination boundariesare by no
meansalways gradual. For example, the retinal image can contain adjacent
, sharp- edged patches of radically different luminances when two
walls of equal color but unequalillumination meet at a comer, or when a
near surfacepartially occludesan unequally illuminated far surface. Yet no
one has suggestedthat lightness constancyis poorer near such comers.
Perceived lightness might be determined primarily by ratios within
rather than by all retinal ratios regardlessof perceived
perceived planes
"
"
depth. This coplanar ratio hypothesis is illustrated by the following
experiment, in which a depth illusion is created in order to determine
whether perceived lightness is affected. Observers looked through a pinhole
in a screen(Fig. 22.1) through which they saw a dimly illuminated
near wall. Through an opening in this wall, a brightly illuminated far wall
could be seen. A piece of white paper (the target surface) and a piece of
black paper were attachedto the near wall so that they extended into the
opening. Another piece of white paper (the samewhite as the target) was
attached to the far wall and was partly overlapped by a gray strip, the
purpose of which was simply to prevent the white piece horn appearing
to float in midair. Interposition cueswere used to createtwo variations of
the display. The unaltered squaretarget ( Fig. 22.18) appearedto lie in the
plane of the near wall. The target could also be made to appear on the
distant wall by meansof two notches, cut out of the comers of the target
so as to coincide with edges of both the near black and the far white
paper (Fig. 22.IC ). A separategroup of eight observersviewed eacharray
and indicated the apparentlightness of the target by selectinga matching
samplehorn a I6 -step Munsell scaleon which black was 2 and white was
9.5.
Changing the perceived location of the target in this way causedits
perceived color to vary horn white (near condition) to almost black (far
condition) (Fig. 22.IC ). Note that this difference was obtained without
any significant changein the retinal pattern (11) nor any changein retinal
intensities.
Theories that emphasize retinal interactions would have predicted
no differencesin the study just described. On the other hand, the results
follow horn the coplanar ratio hypothesis. That is, the perceivedlightness
of the target is governed by the luminancerelationshipsbetween the target
and whatever regions are seenas coplanar. The luminancerelationship
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Figure1.2.1
( A) Penpediveview of the apparatus
showinghiddenlight bulbs. The displays(as seen
to be locatedeither(8) in the nearplane
throughthe pinhole) in whichthe targetappeared
or (C) in the far plane. ( 0) The averagematchfrom a M W1sell
chartfor the two displays
.
Luminances
.
(C) arein foot-lamberts

between the target and noncoplanarregions (despite retinal adjacency) is
substantiallyirrelevant to the lightness of the target.
It is possible to construct a critical test in which the coplanar ratio hypothesis
would make opposite predictions to those of a retinal theory. In
the stimulus display shown in Fig. 22.2, the horizontal plane contained a
large white square with a black trapezoidal tab that extended outward
toward the observer. The vertical plane contained a large black square
and a small white tab that extended upward. The tabs were trapezoidal
in order to permit a spatial position illusion (4, S). Seen with one eye
through a carefully positioned hole, each tab appeared to be a square
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Figure 22.2
(A ) Perspedive view of the stimulus display showing color (B, black; W, white) of eachpart.
(8) Monocular retinal pattern showing luminancesin foot -lamberts. (0 Average Munsell
matchesfor monocularand binOallar viewing conditions.

lying in the sameplane as the larger squarethat surrounded it on three
sides. Seen with both eyes the tabs were seen to be trapezoids lying
in their actual planes. A light bulb, unseenby the observer, was located
above the display so that the horizontal surfacesreceived 30 times as
. Therefore the tabs were equal
much illumination as the vertical surfaces
in luminance.
A retinal ratio theory would predid that, as the upper tab is surrounded
on three sidesby a very intense region, it should appeardarker than the
lower tab, which is mostly surro~ ded by a very dark region.
The results were the opposite of this prediction (Fig. 22.2C). When
viewed binocularly and the actual spatial layout was corredly perceived,
the upper tab was seen as near white, the lower tab as black. When
viewed monocularly so that each tab appearedto lie in the plane of its
principal background, the perceivedcolors reversed, the upper appearing
black, the lower, white.
The central conclusion of this researchis that perceived surfacelightness
depends on ratios between regions perceived to lie next to one
another in the sameplane. Kardos (12) proposed the similar idea that rela-
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tive luminancewithin coplanar spatial regions determinesperceivedlight :.
ness, becauseillumination tends to be uniform within planesbut separate
planestend to be unequally illuminated. This view, however, reflectedthe
generalopinion of that period that the perception of lightness dependson
the prior registration of the level of illumination.
Koffka (13) argued that perceived lightness depends on gradients of
light intensity (at the retina) but added the important qualification that
some gradients are more effective than others with regard to lightness.
Gradients of intensity between coplanar surfaces
, he said, are more effective
than those between noncoplanarregions.
Gogel and Mershon (6) interpreted their results in terms of simultaneous
lightness contrast governed by the adjacencyprinciple. Their view
is that the degreeof simultaneouslightness contrast is inversely related to
the separation of the target and " induction" surfaces
, both in depth (as
they showed) and laterally [as others have shown (14)]. Thus the present
results would have been predicted, at least qualitatively, by their adjacency
principle (IS ).
We can now understandwhy previous studies(4- 7) have shown sucha
small effect of depth on perceivedlightness. If lightness is a frame of reference
phenomenon, as the coplanar ratio principle implies, then it is not
sufficient to merely remove the target surfacefrom the plane of its retinally
neighboring surface. The array must be such that the target will be
seen as a member of one coplanar ratio when it appearsin one spatial
position, but a member of quite a different ratio when seen in the alternative
plane (16).
These experiments show that the perceived lightness of a surfacecan
vary from white to black depending merely on its perceived spatial position
, without any significant change in the retinal array. This result
implies that lateral inhibition at the retina has little to do with everyday
perception of lightness. Certainly the available theories that reducelightness
perception to lateral inhibition are in error.
Another important implication also follows. If the perceivedlightnesses
of surfacesdepend on their perceivedlocation in space, depth processing
must occur first and be followed by the determination of surfacelightness.
That is, processingis initiated by a pattern of intensity differenceson the
retina; then the nervous system uses various depth cues to construct a
spatial model to fit the retinal pattern. As this spatial model is completed,
lightnessesare assignedto the various surfacesin accord with the coplanar ratio principle.
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